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COMMENTS
08 Could the final unraveling
be under way?
As Greece assumes the rotating
Presidency of the EU Council,
Antonis D. Papagiannidis takes a
look at the need to press on with
reforms, return to growth and
convince international creditors
of a sustainable debt position.
This as the banking sector faces
higher non-performing loans and
calls for an end to more good
money being thrown after bad
By Antonis D. Papagiannidis
42 The good and not-so-good news
Economist and author Nick
Papandreou says that since the
IMF got active in the country, the
power of the State has increased,
while whatever dynamism exists in
Greece is increasingly stifled inside
a growing labyrinth of red tape
By Nick Papandreou

16 Hopes for a return to the markets
in 2014
The Greek government has made
a return to international bond
markets a prime goal of economic
policy in 2014 to signal the gradual
disengagement from the bailout
programme and the partial
assumption of sovereignty
By Dimitris Kontogiannis

INTERVIEWS
30 Export driven
In an exclusive interview with
Business File, Nellie Katsou,
Vice President at Pharmathen,
discusses the pharmaceutical
giant’s plans and how the crisis
will force local companies to look
to external markets, as Pharmathen did long before the crisis
By Vanessa Alexakis
36 Formula for success
Vassilis Gounaris, Managing
Director of BASF Hellas, talks to
Business File about the local
chemical industry, the Greek
economy, and the company’s
plans as part of BASF - The
Chemical Company - the world’s
leading chemical company
By Vanessa Alexakis

ECONOMY & BONDS
14 Trying to find a footing
With the Greek economy
struggling to return to growth
after six years of recession and
record unemployment, there are
hopes of a much-needed boost
in the form of further debt relief
from the country’s international
creditors
bf January-February-March 2014
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BANKING
18 Greek banks on firmer ground
but challenges abound
The Greek banking sector entered
2014 on sounder footing, but a
number of challenges lie ahead,
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such as the privatisation of Eurobank, two
rounds of loan stress tests, as well as rising
non-performing loans and continued efforts
to reduce funding from the ECB
By Dimitris Kontogiannis
20 Opening a can of worms
Fresh questions are raised about governance
at Greek banks after more than 20 former
Hellenic Postbank staff and high-profile
borrowers faced criminal charges of breach
of trust, fraud and money-laundering following
a probe into corporate lending that exposed
huge losses from unsecured loans
By Kerin Hope

SHIPPING
22 Greeks investing in the future
Greek shipowners continue to build new ships,
buy new building contracts from troubled
shipbuilders and acquire modern vessels
in the second-hand markets
By David Glass
24 World leaders
Greek shipowners not only run the world’s largest
commercial fleet but also the most valuable one
By David Glass
26 Recognising achievement in the Greek
shipping industry
The 10th annual Lloyd’s List Greek Shipping
Awards 2013 were presented to individuals,
companies and ships representing a broad
cross-section of the Greek shipping industry
By David Glass
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TOURISM
32 Moving on up
Greece’s travel industry is determined to break
new records in 2014 as 2013 wraps up with
almost 18 million visitors and 12.5 billion euros
in revenues
By Helen Iatrou

NEW BUSINESS
38 Greek Entrepreneur of the Year 2013
Marco Veremis, the founder and Chief
Executive Officer of Upstream who was recently
named EY Greek Entrepreneur of the Year
2013, says technology can contribute to healthy
development
By Maria Kagkelidou
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The January-February-March issue of Business File went to press on
January 22, 2013. Our next issue of Business File will be out at the end
of March, 2014

The next issue of Business File will have a
special report on the current Greek Presidency
of the EU Council and on past ones
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